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The Honorable Lee H Hamilton 
ChaIrman, Subcommittee on Europe 

and the Middle East 
Committee on Foreign Affairs 
IIouse of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman. 

In March 1986, you asked us to evaluate the United States’ and govern- 
ment of Israel’s cost estimates for Israel’s fighter aircraft, the Lavi.’ 
Israel 1s developing the Lava to replace its aging U.S.-produced A-4 
Skyhawks and Israeli-produced Kfn-s. Thus far, it has been financed 
predominantly (over 90 percent or $1 3 billion) from U.S. assistance 
funds. 

There are significant differences between the 1J.S and Israeli figures- 
$22.1 million versus $14 5 million per au-craft for flyaway costs,L 
respectively This report responds to your request that we compare the 
two estimates, noting any substantial differences, and provide an 
assessment of their reasonableness. 

We found that even the lowest estimate of the funding required to pro- 
duce the planned 300 Lava au-craft will exceed the spendmg cap set by 
Israel and consume an increasingly larger share of Israel’s defense 
resources. We estimate that annual cash flow requirements for the Lava 
will be over $1 bllhon in 1990 and could exceed $1 4 billion by the year 
2000, assuming an average inflation rate of 6 percent per year. (Even at 
a 3 percent inflation rate, they will be about $0 9 billion each year from 
1991 through 2000 ) This compares to the $1.8 billion currently autho- a 

razed for annual military assistance to Israel.‘! Israel1 ofhclals expressed 
the hope that by the early 1990’s, 1J.S budgetary constraints will have 
run their course and that additional funding will be available from the 
17 S government to ensure successful completion of the Lava program. 

“l’hc~ II S I,avl Lost e%lmdte was an Interagency effort led by the Department of Defense (DOD) with 
Lhc partlcipatlon of the Department of State, the NatIonal Security Council, and the Office of Manage- 
mcmt and Budget It wds basically prepared by a team of IT S Air Force cost analysts For purposc~~ of 
this, report we refer to the cost estimate as DOD’s 

‘A\ used In this report, flyaway costs mclude the recumng costs for the production of duxrnft They 
caxchrdr ot hrr cost5 such as those assoaated with development and follow-on support 

‘The $ I 8 bllhon of military assistdnce IS foreign mihtary sale\ loans but, smce flscdl year 1985, 
Gongrcss h&5 forgiven repayment Ttus effectively makes the mdltary assslrtance Lo Israel a grant 
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As agreed with you, we did not develop a “bottoms-up” or independent 
third cost estimate. Rather we examined the principal cost differences 
between the estimates and the methodologies that the Department of 
Defense (DoD) and Israel used in calculating costs. It is important to note 
that there are inherent difficulties encountered in evaluating and vah- 
dating Israel1 data and methodologies, particularly within the time 
frame permitted for this review. Therefore, for the most part, we relied 
on the data provided by the DOD and Israeli cost teams and did not vah- 
date the data. 

As noted above, there are significant differences between the DOD and 
Israeli estimates. Some of the differences are due to definitional prob- 
lems; for example, DOD’S estimate includes engineering change orders 
which are not included m Israel’s estimate. Revising Israel’s estimate to 
reflect normal U.S. practice would add over $2.8 milhon per aircraft to 
Israel’s flyaway cost estimate making it over $17 3 milhon. We also 
found other areas where we thought Israel’s estimate was low, but we 
could not recalculate its estimate m all instances because we lacked spe- 
cific information on Israel’s methodologies In one instance, where we 
were able to recalculate, Israel’s flyaway cost estimate would increase 
by as much as an additional $400,000 per aircraft 

Other differences between the estimates were due to the unavailability 
of specific Israeli data, which caused DOD to draw on IJ S aircraft pro- 
duction experience. Based on the more complete and current data avail- 
able at the time of our review, DOD’S estimate appears high. We 
questioned about $4 3 milhon per aircraft of the costs estimated by bou 
which, if taken together, would reduce DOD’S estimated flyaway cost per 
aircraft to $17 8 million. 

Neither estimate provides for significant slippages or other unforeseen 
problems, which could increase costs. For example, delays of the first 
test flight have already taken place and are not accounted for by either 
estimate (the first flight occurred m December 1986) Moreover, there 
are a number of uncertainties related to future contracts. In addition, 
both the non and Israeli cost estimates employ learning curves which 
assume cost declines over time from learning to do tasks more effi- 
ciently. 1J.S. estimatmg experience has shown that a number of factors 
can drive up the production cost of major weapon systems, often ovcr- 
whelming cost declines from learning. 

These matters are summarized below and discussed m greater detail m 
the attached appendixes Our review was conducted from May 1986 to 
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November 1986 m accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards. 

Lavi Financed In 1979, the government of Israel decided to develop and produce a 

Predominately by the 
fighter aircraft named Lavi (Hebrew for lion) for mterdlctlon and close 
au- support and so notified the United States early the following year. In 

United States its preliminary stages, the Lava was described as a relatively unsophistl- 
cated plane on the low end of Israel’s mix of combat aircraft. The plane 
has smce evolved mto a much more technically advanced au-craft, most 
often compared to the F-16. 

Israel plans to build 300 Lavi aircraft, with the first to be delivered m 
1990 At full capacity, Israeli Aircraft Industries, the prime contractor, 
plans to produce 24 aircraft per year and intends to complete produc- 
tion m the year 2003 Planned production 1s intended to cover only 
Israel’s military requirements, although Israeli Ministry of Defense offl- 
cials told us that they hope to find export markets for the Lavi4 or its 
maJor components. 

For fiscal year 1984, the Congress specifically earmarked foreign mlli- 
tary sales (FMS) funds for the Lavi” and waived repayment for 50 per- 
cent of Israel’s FMS loans ($750 million). Also, since 1985, the United 
States has forgiven repayment of all additional FMS loans for Israel, 
which in effect makes these loans grants. Since that time, the United 
States has approved $1.4 billion in FMS funds for Lavi research and 
development activities as well as procurement of finished goods both 
within the United States and Israel 

According to mformatlon provided by Israel, actual expenditures on tr,, t 
Lavi between 1980 and 1986 totaled about $1.5 bllhon. As shown in 
table 1, the IJmted States provided over 90 percent of this amount. 

- 
“IWI) pomts out thd, the export market for Lava IS hmlted smce neither Arab nor European states are 
xxrlous potcWlal buyers and export of the aircraft would require 17 S pentussmn 

“Porclgn As+stant e and Related Program5 Approprlatlons Act of 1984,l’ I. 98-15 1, approved 
November 14, 1983 
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Table 1: Lavi Aircraft Expenditures by 
Source Mllhons of U S dollars - - ------ -_.- -.-_-----_-_---_--_--- --- - - - 

Funding provided by 
United Total 

IsraelI fiscal yeald States Israel expenditures 
19‘86 

_.----- .-.-.~ - ~--_-_- __ _- _ ._. 

.__ ~~-...---.._ -__. _ s,o;-- . 

$17 2- $172 

198id - 
-. --_-- 

403 51 0 
- 1982" 765 115 880 -_-- -_-- -._ ~- ._- _ _- ._ __ . . _ _ 

1983" 1969 28 1937 

1984 3237 59 3296 _- _ . - - .- . .- . _. -- ..-- --. --. -----~ ~-- 
1985 3165 128 3293 

+J&-- -- --- ----- -- - --- -- - - -- 4117 420 4537 
i’otal -- -- $1,330.0 $i32.5 $1,462.5 

%raeli fiscal year basis IS Apnl 1 through March 31, I e , fiscal year 1986 IS Apnl 1, 1986, through March 
31, 1987 

“The Unlted States allowed funds appropnated In U S fiscal year 1984 to be used for pnor years 

“The figures for April through September 1986 are actual, the figures for October 1986 through March 
1987 are forecasted by the lsraell MInIstry of Defense 

IJS. industry is heavily involved in the Lava program. As of November 
1986, Israel had awarded Lavi contracts to about 120 1J.S. companies 
(19 companies had contracts over $1 .O milhon) According to Israeli 
data, the value of these contracts and other purchase orders totaled 
approximately $680.7 million. This includes development and initial 
production contracts with Grumman Corporation for the wings and tail, 
with Pratt & Whitney Group, a division of United Technologies Corpora- 
tion for the engines, and with Lear Siegler Incorporated, for the flight 
control computer. The Israeli Ministry of Defense (MOD) estimates that 
over 50 percent of future Lava expenditures will be made in the United 
States IIowever, of the total expenditures ($1,307.0 million) on the pro- 
gram as of November 30, 1986, about 28 percent has been spent m the 
IJmted States 

~- 

Controversy Over Cost Since at least 1982, IJS. officials have been concerned about the Lavi’s 
potential cost, because of the effect it could have on the level of 1 J S 
military assistance to Israel and on Israel’s overall defense program. In 
April 1985, Israel’s Minister of Defense and DOD’S IJnder Secretary for 
Pohcy agreed that the United States would examme the plane’s mission, 
technical content, and cost 
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1~)~‘s study of the Lava program resulting from this agreement, was 
released early m 1986.” It showed a wide disparity between DOD and 
Israeli cost estimates. DOD’S estimate of unit flyaway costs totaled S22.1 
milhon, which was 52 percent higher than Israel’s estimate of $14.5 
million 

Israel disputed DOD’S estimate, stating that DOD did not adequately 
account for substantial differences between the fmanclal and cost struc- 
tures of U S and Israeli industries Israeli officials also contended that a 
number of “critical misassumptions” had been made DOD, on the other 
hand, contends that the US. cost team had asked for but never received 
certam necessary cost information Since the cost study was completed, 
IX)OD has been hesitant to approve further Lavi-related procurements 
with FMS assistance and has pressed for consideration of alternatives to 
the Lava. 

Adjustments to Israel’s 
Estimate 

. 

Some differences m the estimates arose because the DOD and Israeli estl- 
mates were not defnutlonally comparable Israel’s estimate was 
expressed m terms of fiscal year 1984 dollars, while WD used fiscal year 
1985 More significantly, DOD’S estimate mcluded certain costs that 
Israeli methodology excluded or treated differently 

Appendix I details the steps we took to make the Israeli estimate defmi- 
tionally comparable. In makmg the adjustments, we followed generally 
accepted DOD costmg methodology and used the latest data available 
from Israel 

We adjusted Israel’s estimate from 1984 to 1985 dollars, using a 3.6 per- 
cent factor to account for inflation. 
We added engineering change orders to Israel’s procurement cost esti- 
mate uon had included these costs m its estimate, but Israel, in keeping 
with its own costing practices, had not done so. Doing so increases 
Israel’s flyawdy costs. 
We reallocated some production tooling costs identified by Israel, which 
it had accounted for in a different way from DOD. This had the effect of 
increasing unit flyaway costs 

““‘I’hc I,~vI Program An Assessment ot Its Mlsslon, Technicdl Content, dnd Cost,” Office of the 
Deputy IJnder Secretary ot Defense for Planrung and Resources, undated 
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These adlustments increase Israel’s unit flyaway cost estimate from 
$14.5 million to nearly $17.4 million (versus DOD'S estimate of $22.1 
million). 

We found other areas where we thought Israel’s estimate appeared low 
For example, we calculated hourly rates higher than those used by 
Israel. Using our hourly rate for manufacturing could increase Israel’s 
flyaway cost estimate by as much as $400,000 per aircraft. However, 
because of difficulties in evaluating Israel’s data and methodologies we 
could not recalculate Israel’s cost estimate for other items we 
questioned. 

GAO’s Analysis of 
DOD’s Estimate 

Estimating the procurement costs of aircraft that are to be produced 
over a period of 14 years is a difficult task under the best of circum- 
stances. In the case of the Lavi, the DOD cost estimating team faced two 
additional problems. First, much of the au-craft 1s to be produced m 
Israel, an economrc and production environment that is different from 
that of the United States Second, the cost team was given only some of 
the relevant historical cost and production data that is usually available 
for estimating the cost of U.S. systems. 

Given these limitations, the DOD cost team used analogies to U S aero- 
space industry and added certain estimated factors to account for costs 
not identified elsewhere or to allow for the Israeli environment. The 
principal cost elements computed wholly or m part using this approach 
were the hourly rate (includes direct labor and overhead), aircraft 
weight, labor hours, and materials Each of these elements affected sev- 
eral of nou’s development and procurement cost categories. 

WC reviewed DOD'S methodology and calculations, using information pro- 
vided to us by Israel that m many instances was more current and com- 
plete than available to DOD at the time of its study As described below 
and detailed m appendix II, we believe DOD'S estimates for a number of 
cost categories were high 

l Israel’s hourly rate. For engineering costs, for example, DOD used an 
hourly rate of $47 based on an analogy to U.S. aerospace industry and 
adjusted for the Israeli environment. According to MOD, It used about 
$26. Based on actual Lava development data, we calculated an engl- 
neermg hourly rate of about $32. 
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l Lavl’s weight. Don calculated weight based on Israeli data and an 
analogy to the F-16. Israel provided us a more current weight estimate, 
which was lower than the one used by DOD. 

l Labor hours. DOD estimated labor hours based on its aircraft weight esti- 
mate and analogies to the F-16. DOD used the estimated full weight of the 
Lava to make certain labor-hour calculations even though Israel will pro- 
duce only part of the au-craft. This resulted m overestlmatmg the labor 
hours DOD also adjusted the labor hours upward to account for low pro- 
duction rates and for extra time to handle composites. We believe both 
adjustments were inappropriate because they do not reflect actual 
Israeli production plans 

l Materials. DOD calculated the cost of materials based on an analogy to 
the F-16. DOD increased the materials estimate to account for the higher 
cost of composite materials, but overstated the effect. 

Overall, we questioned DOD'S estimate m 6 of 8 broad cost categories for 
the development phase and in all 10 for the procurement phase. Taken 
together, the areas we disagreed with or thought questionable amounted 
to about $4.3 million per aircraft. 

Annual Outlays Will Although u&s and Israel’s estimates vary substantially, both project 

Consume a Large Share 
substantial growth m yearly cash requuements-that is, the amounts 
required to meet Israel’s planned production. We estimate annual out- 

of Israel’s Defense lays will exceed $1 billion by 1990 and exceed $1 4 bllhon by the year 

Resources 2000. 

In April 1985, the Israeli Minister of Defense set an annual spending 
limit of $550 million on the Lava program. MOD officials believe that the 
$550 mllhon cap is to be an average so that, m any particular year, the 
actual amount spent could be greater or less than $550 milhon. * 

Regardless of which estimate one uses, proJected annual outlays quickly 
exceed this spending cap. In fact, as production progresses, annual out- 
lays begin to consume most of the currently authorized $1.8 billion of 
1J.S. military assistance. Figure 1 was based on cash flow estimates pro- 
vided by DOD and Israel and inflated at the rate of 6 percent. (The gross 
national product deflator, which DOD uses to estimate weapon systems 
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prices, rose at an average annual rate of 6 percent over the period from 
1965 through 1985.)7 

__-- ___~~ 
Figure 1: Future Value of Lavi Cash 
Flow Estimates (Compounded at 6 
Percent) 
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aThe Revised DOD lme represents the yearly outlays reqwed If all of the mdwdual GAO 
adjustments to DOD’s estimate are mcluded 

bBased on Israeli fiscal year, Apnl l-March 31 

Many U.S. officials question Israel’s ability to build the Law and meet 
other defense requirements. Israeli officials told us that the government 

7The deflator WC used 15 not intended to be a forecast 01 mflatlon Smcc, over the long run, 1 hc 
cbxchnngc I ate‘ tH,we6m the IT S dollar and Israe skekel ~111 aci)ust to reflect dlffrrr~nccs m domvstlc 
mflatmn rates, we dtd not attempt to calculate a separate inflation rate for Israel 
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of Israel does not intend to increase its expenditures for the Lava pro- 
gram. Instead, they expressed the hope that by the early 1990’s, U.S. 
budgetary constraints will have run their course and that additional 
funding will be available from the U S government to ensure successful 
completion of the Lavi program. 

Israel and non do not dispute the necessity to replace Israel’s aging air- 
craft. non recognizes that substantial outlays will be required for 
replacement au-craft during the next 15 years whether the Lavi con- 
tinues or not. However, DOD officials believe that there may be less 
costly alternatives to meet mission requirements-alternatives that 
would allow Israel to stay within the annual $550 million limit. An alter- 
natives study was recently completed by DOD to determine whether 
there are less costly means to meet Israeli requirements. The study pre- 
sents a significant number of alternatives that MOD believes meet Israeli 
military and economic requirements and should cost less than what 
Israel plans to spend on the Lavi The alternatives study was presented 
to the government of Israel m January 1987 and 1J.S officials are 
awaiting Israel’s response. 

Agency Comments and Comments on our report were requested from the Departments of State 

Our Evaluation 
and Defense. The Department of State reviewed our report and had no 
comments (see app IV). DOD'S comments (see app V) are discussed here 
and in the appendixes, as appropriate. 

nor) fundamentally agreed with the probable cash flow requirements of 
the Lava program and the likely consequences for Israel’s defense pro- 
gram and the IJ.S military assistance program 

nou agreed with the concept of trying to make the DOI) and Israeli esti- a 
mates defimtionally comparable but could not concur that our adJust- 
ments were correct or sufficient. DOD noted that it was not provided 
sufficient lnf ormation to determine whether Israel’s basic estimate was 
an adequate starting point on which to make adJustments 

We, too, encountered difficulties m evaluating and validating foreign 
data and methodologies. Therefore, we did not attempt to make a 
bottoms-up estimate or to recalculate Israel’s cost categories. However, 
we believe we had sufficient information and understood Israel’s meth- 
odology well enough to make Israel’s estimate definitionally comparable 
to 1~~'s As DOD correctly pointed out, we moved certain MOD tooling 
costs from development to procurement because that conformed to U.S 
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costing methodology. It was not our purpose, however, to validate the 
sufficiency of the MOD tooling costs; rather, we sought only to ensure 
that common definitions of the various cost categories were used. 

Most of DOD'S comments dealt with its disagreement with our analysis of 
its cost estimate. Essentially WD contended that we understated the 
basic similarity (and consequent cost implications) of the Israeli produc- 
tion environment compared to that of the United States Also, DUD com- 
mented that recent events (uncertamties over the Israeli engine 
contractor and delays of the first test flight) point to program slippages 
and cost growth and underscore the need for conservatively estimating 
Israel’s cost factors. DOD again emphasized that it had difficulties in 
acquiring key information and had therefore relied on analogies to the 
IJ.S. production environment to determine Israeli costs 

We concur with DOD'S concern about program slippages and cost growth 
We clearly state that neither estimate included allowances for delays 
and said that many things can occur m the production of maJor weapon 
systems which drive up costs. We also recognize throughout the report 
the hmitations on data at the time of DOD'S study and agree its use of 
analogies is an acceptable methodology when actual data is not avail- 
able. Most of our questions about DOD'S estimate concern adJustments 
DOD made to its analogous data to account for differences m the Israel1 
environment. in our opinion, some of these admstments do not properly 
reflect Israel’s production capability, personnel support requirements, 
labor hours and rates, and logistical base requirements As a result, the 
LKX) estimate is higher than warranted See appendixes I and II for a 
detailed discussion of DOD'S comments. 
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As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce the contents 
of this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 7 days from 
the date of the report. At that time, we will send copies to appropriate 
congressional committees; the Secretaries of Defense and State; the 
Director, Office of Management and Budget; and other interested 
parties. 

Sincerely yours, 

Frank C. Conahan 
Assistant Comptroller General 
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Appendix I 

Adjustments to Israel’s Estimate 

Some differences in the estimates arose because the Department of 
Defense (DOD) and Israel used different methods and definitions to 
develop their respective estimates. Israel’s estimate was expressed m 
terms of fiscal year 1984 dollars, while DOD used fiscal year 1986. More 
significantly, DOD'S estimate included certain costs that Israeli cost meth- 
odology excluded or treated differently. 

Our objective in reviewing Israel’s Ministry of Defense (MOD) estimate 
was to understand how MOD developed its cost model. We concentrated 
on those cost categories that differed greatly from DOD'S and were pro- 
vided considerable information by MOD in response to our inquiries. 
Much of the information we obtained was not available to the DOD cost 
team and m other instances was more current and complete. 

Adjustments to 
Account for Inflation 

For comparative purposes, we adjusted Israel’s cost estimate from 1984 
to 1986 dollars, using a factor of 3.6 percent to account for inflation. 
This factor was developed by the Office of Management and Budget and 
is used by DOD and other agencies for budgeting purposes. This would 
increase Israel’s unit flyaway costs by $.62 million. 

Adding Engineering 
Change Orders to 
Israel’s Estimate 

MOD budgeted $460.00 million (in 1984 dollars) for engineering change 
orders (ECOS) but did not include it as part of its procurement costs. DOD 
included ECOS in its estimate in accordance with its costing practices. 
MOD argued that any engineering changes required would be evaluated 
on a case-by-case basis and that these funds would be separately man- 
aged. This contingency fund includes change orders due to unforeseen 
problems as well as changes to reflect technological improvements or 
other design enhancements. MOD officials stated that they would add the 
respective costs to the appropriate categories as EGOS occur. For compar- b 
ison, however, we added MOD'S EC0 estimate, adjusted for inflation 
($476.66 mllhon), to its procurement cost estimate. On a per unit basis, 
this would increase Israel’s flyaway estimate by $1.69 million. 

Reallocation of Tooling costs. MOD identified this amount for airframe and engine tooling. Such 
tooling costs are for the procurement of jigs and tools, which the MOD 
considers “preproduction costs.” DOD included these costs in the procure- 
ment phase. We allocated one-half of these tooling costs to recurring and 
one-half to nonrecurring (S167.99 million to each category). This has the 
effect of increasing flyaway costs by s.63 million per aircraft. 
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Appendix I 
Adjustments to Israel’s Estimate 

Other Adjustments In October 1986, Israel provided updated information on costs, resulting 
in an $88.50 million increase m total procurement costs. About $58 60 
million was added to total flyaway costs, or about $.20 mllllon per 
aircraft. 

The increase in the updated costs stems partly from an error we found 
in MOD'S estimated costs for airframe production. MOD'S au-frame esti- 
mate was based on three separate costing techniques, two of which 
involved the Lavl’s estimated weight. We found that MOD had used an 
incorrect weight definition, whrch resulted m a lower cost estimate We 
pomted this out to MOD officials, and they made the appropriate 
ad.lustments. 

Summary of 
Adjustments 

---” 
Adding the adJustments to Israel’s original unit flyaway cost estimate of 
$14 52 million would increase it to $17.36 mllhon. Table I. 1 summarizes 
the changes and their effect on MOD'S estimate. 

ieble 1.1: Effect of Adjustments to MOD - 
Estimate Dollars In mdhons 

costs 
Orlginal Adjusted 

MOD 1984 MOD 1985 .~ 
Development -tS2,210 00 $1,973 58 
Procurement 6,577 56 8,019 00 
Total Program $8,787.56 $9,992.58 

Unit flvawava $14 52 $17 36 

aFlyaway cost IS a subelement of procurement cost (less nonrecurnng costs, pecuhar support, and lnltlal 
spare parts) 

DOD Comments and 
Our Evaluation 

~-_ 
IX)D agreed with the concept of trying to make the DOD and Israeli estl- 
mates defmitlonally comparable but could not concur that our adJust- 
ments were correct or sufficient DOD noted that it was not provided 
sufficient mformatlon to determine whether Israel’s basic estimate was 
an adequate starting point on which to make adjustments 

We, too, encountered difficulties m evaluating and vahdatmg foreign 
data and methodologies. Therefore, we did not attempt to make a 
bottoms-up estimate or to recalculate Israel’s cost categories. However, 
we believe we had sufficient information and understood Israel’s meth- 
odology well enough to make Israel’s estimate definitlonally comparable 
to DOD’S As DW correctly pointed out, we moved certain MOD tooling 
costs from development to procurement because that conformed to 17 S 
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costing methodology. It was not our purpose, however, to validate the 
sufficiency of the MOD tooling costs; rather, we sought only to ensure 
that common definitions of the various cost categories were used. 
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In reviewing I~D'S estimate we had the benefit of considerable informa- 
tion provided to us by Israel-in many instances more current and com- 
plete information than available to DOD at the time of its study. Based on 
this information and our review of DOD'S methodology, we questioned 
non’s calculations for hourly rates, aircraft weight, labor hours, and 
materials costs Each of these elements affects several cost categories. 
All the questionable items, if taken together, amount to $2.71 billion m 
total program costs (or about $4.32 milhon m flyaway costs per 
au-craft). 

In this appendix, we discuss the problems we identified with DOD'S meth- 
odology and calculations for estimating hourly rates, aircraft weight, 
labor hours, and materials costs. 

Hourly Rates To calculate au-frame development and procurement costs DOD used an 
hourly rate, or wrap rate, that accounts for all costs associated with a 
direct labor hour. DOD asked for, but did not get, sufficient information 
from MOD to develop a wrap rate based on Israeli experience Therefore, 
not) used an analogy to U S aerospace industry. Our wrap rates are sub- 
stantially lower than those estimated by DOD but higher than those used 
by MOD We calculated wrap rates using information provided by Israeli 
Aircraft Industries (IAI) for actual Lavi experience during the develop- 
ment phase. We also reviewed information from the Department of 
Labor and the Defense Contract Audit Agency that supports the lower 
wrap rates. 

- ---_ ---_ 

I )OI)‘s (hmputed Wrap 
IZatPs 

In calculating its wrap rates, DOD used a direct labor cost based on Israeli 
aerospace industry experience. It then applied U.S.-based percentage 
factors to estimate indirect costs because Israel1 data were not provided 
Overall, nob added factors for indirect costs based on information from 
several I7.S. aerospace firms, totaling over 700 percent of Israel’s direct 
labor cost. To this, DOD added a percentage for profit (4 percent) DOD 
then decreased this total by 50 percent to allow, at least m part, for 
MOD'S contention that Israel’s wrap rates are lower. Using this method- 
ology, INI) estimated a manufacturing wrap rate of $44 00 per hour and 
an engineering wrap rate of $47 00 per hour 

GAO’s (hlculation of’ Wrap Rather than use percentage factors for indirect costs based on U.S. 
RatPS experience, we developed wrap rates from Lava development phase 

data The formula we used is based on total development labor costs and 
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hours for engineering and manufacturing during the period April 1983 
through March 1985. Using the IAI data, we calculated a manufacturing 
wrap rate of $26.40 per hour and an engineering wrap rate of $32 34 
per hour. 

Other Information on Labor Information from the U S. Department of Labor and the Defense Con- 

Costs in Israel tract Audit Agency and data provided us by MOD and IAI support that 
hourly wrap rates are substantially lower m Israel than in the United 
States, and lower than the DOD cost team estimated. 

Compensation, including fringe benefits for manufacturing mdustries m 
Israel during fiscal year 1985, was one-third of compensation in the 
IJmted States according to a recent U S. Department of Labor survey I 
According to this survey, 1J.S. rates were $12 97 per hour compared to 
$4 34 per hour for Israel The main part of any wrap rate consists of 
payments to direct and indirect labor; this argues for wrap rates in 
Israel on the order of a third of those in the United States 

In addition, the Defense Contract Audit Agency conducted an audit? of 
IAI facilities prior to awarding a maintenance contract for Kfir aircraft 
leased by the Navy. It recommended a rate of $26.16 per hour for the 
engineering division and a rate of $24.62 for the military aircraft plant 
While this information is not directly applicable to programs other than 
the Kfir maintenance project, it indicates the order of magnitude of the 
Israeli wrap rates, In addition, accordmg to IAI officials, the maximum 
rate IAI is permitted to charge the MOD is $35 per hour.?] 

-~___- 

DOD Comments and Our 
Evaluation 

In its comments, DOD states that our $32 wrap rate seems low based on 
rates of $30 to $40 for work done on Israeli Navy projects and recent Y 

reports from Israel that quote 1~1’s wrap rates at $37 per hour 

The wrap rate we used was based on actual labor hours and costs 
mcurred by IA1 during the Lava development phase for two fiscal years, 

‘Hourly Compnsatlon Costs for Productlon Workers,manufactunng, 34 Countries, 19751985 
The Department of Labor does nor perform more finite Industry surveys SIX h as wages m aerospace 

‘Audit rcpori number 2191-61210011-205, dated February 28, 1985, on review of proposal for lmtial 
pncmg under letter contract -Israel Au-craft Indu%nes Ltd 

“The MOD does not set IAI’s wage rates but “approves them ” IAt 1s the largest mdustnal c*omplcx in 
Israel and IS a wholly government-owned company 
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1984 and 1985. DOD’S wrap rates were based on U.S aerospace industry 
experience and, in our opinion, are too high. 

Our rate of $32 per hour falls within the $30 to $40 range identified by 
IXN (although this range applxes to electronics associated with missiles 
and submarines, not a fighter aircraft program) while the DOD rate of 
$47 falls well outside the range. In discussions with DOD officials we 
were told that the $37 rate cited was based on an Israeli media report, 
not government of Israel sources. Furthermore, the GAO rate of $32, 
which 1s m 1985 dollars, amounts to almost $35 per hour when adJusted 
for inflation at 3 8 percent. Similarly adJusted, the DOD rate increases to 
over $50 per hour 

rK)r) also notes that any loss IAI suffered because of artificially low 
hourly rates would be absorbed by its sole shareholder, MOD. We have no 
reason to believe that these wrap rates are artificially low based on evi- 
dence presented to us by MOD officials and statements of Israeli business 
cxecutlvcs. Our rates are based on actual Lava experience 

Aircraft Weight 
-~~ 

Another primary factor used to estimate airframe procurement costs is 
the weight of the aircraft. According to DOD, an aircraft’s weight closely 
correlates to the number of labor hours required for airframe develop- 
ment, and procurement. Using weight to derive labor hours 1s an 
accepted technique for estimating aerospace procurement costs in the 
absence of actual production data. 

I )()I) W&k Lkrivation To estimate airframe procurement costs, DOD normally uses the Defense 
Contractor Planning Report (DCPR) weight.4 Because neither MOD nor IAI 

reports aircraft weight in the same way as U.S. aerospace companies, 
IX)D derived the Lava DCPR weight from a combination of Israel1 data and 
analogies to the F-16. 

IMN) based its estimate of airframe, wmgs, tall, canards, and landing gear 
on data provided by MOD. DOD derived the weight of avionics wiring and 
certain other support by analogies to similar F-16 items DOD calculated 
the full DCPR weight at 9,843 pounds. 

‘%e IX:IW weight IS the empty weight of the au-craft plus landmg gear (1~9 wheels and brakes) and 
.IVIO~ICS and other systems’ support, such as wu-mg dnd connectors, that dre mstalled m the fuselage 
(hut not the wclght ot the xtual systems) 
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MOIYs Weight Estimate 
-__-_--- 

MOD estimated the full DCPK weight at 9,501 pounds This was based on 
information available as of October 1986. Origmally MOD mcorrectly (*al- 
culated the Lavi DCPR weight because it failed to include several catego- 
ries of equipment and accessories We pointed this out to MOD officials 
and they prepared corrected weight estimates for us. 

In calculating labor hours for IAI, only the weight of the aircraft that the 
prime contractor, IAI, is producing should be included (called a partial 
LXX% weight). DOD subtracted the weight of the wing, tail, and canards 
from the full MPH weight m calculating its partial DWR weight non 
should not have excluded the weight of the canards because IAI will pro- 
duce them. The MOD partial weight is 7,17 1 pounds compared to DOD’S 
7,159 pounds. Though the DOD and MOD partial weights are close, non 
used the full DWR weight instead of the more appropriate partial IK:PR 
weight to calculate IAI’S labor hours (see the following section con- 
cerning labor hours). 

f ------ 

DOD Comments and Our 
Evaluation 

-_____ ---_-- 
In its comments on our report, DOD stated that Israel continues to relusc 
to provide a complete engineer weight statement and noted that the esti- 
mated weight of the au-craft has continually decreased over time, which 
is contrary to substantial U.S. experience m aircraft development IND 
was also concerned that we did not fully explore this trend of multiple 
weight changes with MOD. 

In our discussions with MOD officials regardmg the decrease In T,avl’s 
weight, they explained that some of the weight statements they pro- 
duced were targets rather than weight estimates. IIowever, the largest, 
part of the reduction (72 percent) was the result of incorrect data (a 
substantial reserve) included by the Israelis m an early estimate The 
large irutial estimate made it appear that Israel’s latest estimate had 
decreased more than it actually had Another part was due to a program 
of wing weight reduction. Also, as discussed m this appendix, the Israeli 
weight statement was lower than it should have been because MOD failed 
to mclude several categories of equipment and accessories When WC 
pomted this out to MOD officials, they corrected (mcreascd) their weight, 
estimates (which we used m our calculations) 

Labor Hours 
________---___----- - -- -- -- -- 

As noted above, past IJS. au-craft acquisitions have shown that, labor 
hours for various aircraft components and sections are closely related to 
weight. The DOD cost team developed an hours per pound ratio for air- 
frame production for each of four labor categories-manufacturing, 
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engineering, tooling, and quality assurance-based on the F-16. They 
then multiplied the Lavi’s full DCPH weight by the hours per pound ratio 
and applied a learning curve factor and certain other adjustments to get 
a total direct labor hours figure. Total direct labor hours were then mul- 
tiplied by the respective wrap rates to get total labor cost. 

In computmg certain of its labor hour estxmates, DOD used the full estl- 
mated LKPII weight of the Lava However, IA1 is manufacturing Just the 
aircraft fuselage-not the wings and tall, which are under separate con- 
tract with Grumman 

IK)I) used the full DCI’R weight in its recurring labor cost calculations even 
though the full cost of the Grumman contract for the wings and tail is 
later added to the estimate. DOD also assumed that the Grumman con- 
tract would achieve its maximum cost This is referred to as the contract 
going to “ceiling” and resulted in an estimate 25 percent over the con- 
tract target price. An award fee of 4.2 percent was also added; this 
means that if Grumman meets certain milestones and its performance 1s 
good, it receives additional monetary rewards. In those instances where 
MN) used its partial DCPR weight, we added the canards because they are 
being manufactured by IA1 

Since MX) also accounts for the costs associated with the Grumman con- 
tract elsewhere, use of the full DCPR weight overstates the labor hours 
required for the fuselage production. Therefore, we used the MOD partial 
XIV weight (7,171 pounds versus DoD’S full weight of 9,843 pounds) m 
computing the labor hours 

Aftckr calculating its labor hours estimates for recurring production, DOD 
adJusted them to account for the Israeli environment. The aaustments 
were (1) a 10 percent increase to all four labor categories because the 
MI) team believed IA1 has not had enough experience in assembling a 
mqlor weapon system, (2) a 50.6 percent increase for a low production 
rate, and (3) a 6 percent increase to manufacturing hours for the 
increased work of handling composites compared to the F-16. We do not 
agree with the latter two aaustments. 

The formula DOD used to calculate the production rate adjustment (50.6 
percent) was not appropriate The formula was intended to adJust the 
cost of a large (7.S. manufacturing facility for small changes m Its pro- 
duction rate. IA1 is setting up to produce two Lava aircraft per month and 
is not reducing its production capacity to that level. Lavi production will 
occupy the same facllltles used to produce the Kfu-, which was also built 
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at a rate of two per month. Based on our exammatlon of IAI’S faclhties, 
we believe that if IA1 has any unused or under-utilized production 
capacity, it is not significant. Therefore, m our opmlon, the production 
rate penalty is inappropriate 

We also disagree with the 6 percent that DOD added to airframe manu- 
facturing direct labor hours because it concluded IAI would need 
increased handling time, and therefore more labor hours, when working 
with composites Most of the composites are in the wings and tall, which 
are being made under separate contract by the Grumman AerOSpacc 

Corporation. IAI will attach the wings to the fuselage, which Grumman 
officials tell us will be a relatively simple process. According to 
Grumman engineering drawings aluminum brackets will be used to 
attach the wing structures to the aluminum fuselage. Therefore, IAI will 
not be working directly with the composites when attaching the wmgs 
or tail, nor will they have to attach composite materials to aluminum, as 
believed by DOD 

DOD's cost estimates for auxiliary mission equipment, engineering change 
orders, systems engineering/program management, mltlal spares, and 
peculiar support are also affected by the labor hours computations 
Each 1s discussed m later sections. 

-a-- - ~- 

IIOD Comments and Our DOD commented that its 50.6 percent adJustment for low production rate 
EIvaluation is appropriate and was necessary to normalize the 1J.S data base from a 

production rate of 8 to 10 au-craft to the planned I,av~ production rate of 
two per month. 

We believe the formula DOD used to “normalize” its data was misapplied 
and inappropriate. First, if an adjustment were warranted, it should 
have been made to the wrap rates rather than to labor hours. This 1s 
because the production rate formula affects how overhead, which 1s 
part of the wrap rate calculation, is distributed to each unit produced. 
Therefore, using this formula, in effect increases the overhead included 
m the wrap rate (raising DOD’S wrap rate from $47 to over $70 per 
hour). As discussed, we believe the wrap rates used by not) were already 
too high Because the wrap rate we used was based on actual IAI data 
(including overhead) it already included appropriate charges. Therefore, 
an ad.lustment to increase overhead in our calculations is not necessary 
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Second, because Israel is not reducing the production level, M’S over- 
head will not significantly change. Therefore a production rate adjust- 
ment is not needed. 

Third, the formula used by DOD was Intended to determine the effect of a 
small change in the production rate (not a 300 percent decrease) on the 
distributron of overhead at a General Dynamics F-16 plant. It was 
designed only for use wlthm that facility-not to match rates in dif- 
ferent facilities, especially those in different countries. 

Composite Materials DOD'S estimate of airframe materials cost was based on an analogy to the 
F-16 and on its assumption that 22 percent of the Lavi will be of com- 
posite material. The adjustment applied by DOD increased its estimated 
materials cost by 110 3 percent DOD applied this adjustment factor 
because composite materials are more expensive than other materials 
typically used. 

While DOD'S assumption of 22 percent on an overall average may be cor- 
rect, it was incorrectly applied. Almost all of the Lavi’s composite mate- 
rials will be m the horizontal wings and vertical tail, which are being 
produced under separate contract by Grumman The higher costs associ- 
ated with composite materials in the wings and tall will be reflected m 
current and future contracts IA1 has with Grumman to produce these 
components. DOD accounts for the costs of the Grumman contract else- 
where. Therefore, a separate adjustment to reflect the higher cost of 
these materials would amount to double countmg. 

According to MOD, the Lavi’s fuselage, which IA1 is producing, will have 
about 4 percent composites. Since DOD used an F-16 analogy to help esti- 
mate the fuselage materials costs, the amount of composites in the F-16 
(2 percent) has already been accounted for Therefore, we adjusted DOD'S 
composite materials factor to account for the remaining 2 percent. 
Accounting for composites in the same proportion as DOD (but usmg 2 
percent instead of 22 percent for composite materials) results m an 
adjustment of 10 percent instead of 110 3 percent. 

IKN) Comments and Our 
lhaluation 

DOD commented that our revisions to its calculations produce a materials 
estimate that appears low As we noted, DOD adjusted its estimate for the 
extra cost of composite materials based on the Lavi being 22 percent 
composites m total compared to the F-16 being 2 percent composites m 
total. According to DOD, this approach was used because the US team 
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could not get a material mix listing from MOD, and therefore could not 
verify the exact location of composites. 

DOI) also noted that its analysis of composites was made at the t,otal air- 
craft system level (as opposed to an individual component level) because 
it was not informed of the location of composite materials until after its 
report was completed. More explicit information provided by MOD per- 
mitted us to calculate the relative percent of composite materials in the 
fuselage versus the wing and tail assembly. 

Effect on DOD’s Cost 
Estimate 

On a per unit flyaway basis, we questioned about $4.3 milhon of DOD'S 
estimate. The basis for most of our questions about DOD'S estimate 
resulted from adjustments DOD made to its analogous U S. data to 
account for differences m the Israeli environment and to account for 
costs it could not elsewhere identify. As previously noted, DOD was given 
only some of the relevant historical cost and production data usually 
available for estimating the cost of U.S. systems. 

The factors discussed above affect most categories of development and 
procurement costs. We asked DOD to incorporate our revised hourly rates 
and weight calculations and our modified factors for labor hours and 
materials costs in its costing model. Table II. 1 shows the combmed effect 
of our changes by cost category 

___- 

DOD Comments and Our IX)I) commented that we should have developed our own series of models 

Evaluation to compute costs. We used DOD'S model because it is simply a spread- 
sheet that adds and subtracts the various data entered and spreads the 
totals over the life of the project The model itself is not unique to DOD 
and there is nothing inherently m it that represents U S industrial L 
experience We used the DOD model because it is applicable to the cost 
estimation process 
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Table 11.1: Cost Estimates by Category 
(In Mdhons of FY 1985 $) Rewsed 

DOD Amounts DOD 
Program costs Estimate questioned Estimate ~--- -------- - -.. -- 
Development categories 
Airframe - 

-___- --_. ----_ .- -- .--- --_-__----- --------~. - 
$646 72 ($184 33) $462 39 

Engines 36 40 ---is 214 55 

Aw&&- -_ -- 
-. _- 

612 30 (120 17) 492 13 

System test & e%luation 197 77 0 197 77 _ ---.-- .--- 
Systems eng&enng & program mgmt 

____--. --__ 
358 37 (288 52) 69 85 - -. - _--- -_-- -_.. -_---~-____-. _-. 

Integrated loglstlcs support 260 00 0 260 00 

Peculiar support --- -- 
-_--~----- -- 

221 91 (221 91) 0 

ECOi- -- -- - 
~---- -_._ --. _ .-. - 

280 02 (76 42) 203 60 -- 
Subtotal 2,613.49 (713.20) 1,900.29 

Procurement categories --.- _. _-- --~ ~~ .~ 
Alrframe 3,262 58 (1,259 63) 2,002 95 _ . . . . . -. --_ .-~ .-----.___--.--- ._____- ._- - _.---- - 
Engines 1,370 00 (301 50) 1,068 50 

AVIO~WS - 1,270 46 193 54 1,464 00 _- -. --_----___ _. 
Armament 8 92 95 65 104 57 

Systems englneerlng & program mgmt 271 95 (156 11) 11584 

Auxhary m&ion equipment 123 68 (28 56) 9512 

ECOs - 
--- ---.- -~- .- -~ ~- -- 
315 38 161 18 476 56 

[Flyaway cost$] - [6,622 971 [(1,295 43)] [5,327 541 

Nonrecurrlng cost - 
..-- --.- - ------ - ---___- _--_. - _ ___-_ - 

279 10 (37 65) 241 45 

Peculiar support I,17335 (214 39) 958 96 

Inhal spires 
.~. -- --.- _-_ 

2,415 73 (444 54) 1,971 19 

Subtotal 10,491.15 (1,992.Ol) 8,499.14 
Total program cost $13,104.64 ($2,705.21) $10,399.43 

Unit flyaway cost” $22 08 ($4 32) $17 76 

“As indicated, flyaway cost IS a subelement of procurement costs We dlvlded the flyaway costs by 300 
the expected total production of Lavls, to arnve at unit flyaway costs 

--- ---~---~~- 

(;A0 Aklysis of DOD’s We questioned DOD’S development cost estimates in 6 of 8 categorres, 

I kvttlopment Cost resulting in 5 decreases and 1 mcrease. Incorporatmg all of our changes 

Estimates would reduce DOD’S estimated development costs by as much as $713.20 
million. 

Airframe AcIlustments DOD’S airframe development cost estimate of $646 72 milhon is the sum 
of recurring and nonrecurrmg costs. The recurring cost estimate is the 
sum of three cost categories* labor, materials, and subcontracts. 
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Avionics 

(1)Labor is divided into four elements-tooling, manufacturing, engi- 
neering, and quality control. DOD stated it did not receive sufficient data 
from MOD to compute labor costs, so it used F-16 data and adjusted it for 
the Lavi, DOD estimated the number of hours needed for each of the four 
labor elements and added 20 percent to tooling, manufacturmg, and 
quality control and 10 percent to engineering for first-time integration 
efficiency. To the manufacturing labor hours DOD also added 6 percent 
for composite handling. Total hours for each element were then multi- 
plied by the respective wrap rate to get labor costs. 

(2)DOD's materials cost estimate is based on an analogy to the F-16. Dol- 
lars per pound figures were multiplied by the estimated Lava DCPR 
weights to obtain material costs. DOD added 110.3 percent for differences 
in the percentage of composite material between the F-16 and the Lavi. 

(3)Subcontract costs, the third DOD recurring cost category, were based 
on DOD'S review of Lavi subcontracts on file at the Defense Security 
Assistance Agency. DOD determined that the subcontracts reviewed rep- 
resented 90 percent of the total development subcontract effort and 
increased its estimate to represent 100 percent. 

DOD'S nonrecurring airframe development cost is the sum of nonrecur- 
ring labor and material cost estimates based on an analogy with the 
F-16. DOD increased them by 20 percent because, in DOD'S opinion, IA1 has 
had little experience in the complete assembly of a major weapon 
system. They also added the 110.3 percent adjustment for the additional 
cost of composite materials, 

We asked DOD to incorporate our adjustments in its model for recurring 
and nonrecurring labor and material costs. For labor, we used the MOD 
partial DCPR weight and our lower wrap rates, For material, we used 
MOD'S partial DCPR weight and our lower composite material cost esti- 
mate adjustment. Using all the adjusted factors could reduce DOD'S esti- 
mate to $462.39 million. 

DOD estimated avionics development at 5612.30 million. This estimate is 
based on a wrap rate for software engineers of 886 per hour. MOD offi- 
cials commented that they believe an appropriate wrap rate for Israel 
would be less than half of the estimated $86 per hour-at most $36 per 
hour, which appears roughly in line with other information we received 
about Israeli wrap rates. Based on discussions with officials of the 
Israeli avionics subcontractor, S36 per hour is the maximum rate 
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approved by MOD. These officials stated that they meet expenses and 
make a profit at this rate. Applying $36 per hour just to the software 
development portion of the estimate would reduce the DOD figure by 
$120.17 million. 

Engmes DOD'S estimate of $36.40 million for engine development includes only 
the purchase price of nine prototype engines (plus some peculiar sup- 
port equrpment). The remainder of the engine development costs in 
DOD'S estimate were allocated to the purchase price of 300 engines to be 
made in the procurement phase. We changed DOD'S engine development 
estimate to reflect all engine development costs m the development 
phase. 

Because engine development is almost complete, we used the most cur- 
rent data provided by MOD to adjust the DOD est,imate. Also, at the time 
of its study, DOD did not know that MOD had accounted for S240.30 mil- 
lion in engine development costs in its estimate. However, we did not 
include all of this total in the adjusted DOD estimate. As noted previously 
(see app. I), MOD budgets for ECOS separately from its aircraft cost esti- 
mates, but adds them to its costs as they occur. According to MOD offi- 
cials, ECOS for the engine development phase are included within its 
engine development estimate. 

To conform with DOD methodology, we calculated what the engine devel- 
opment ECOS were, by using DOD'S estimate that during development, 
ECOS increase costs by 12 percent. Therefore, of the MOD total engine 
development cost of $240.30 million, we allocated $26.76 million (12 
percent) for ECOS and the rest, $214.66 million, for engine development. 

Y 

Systems Test and Evaluation We retained DOD'S estimate for this category ($197 77 million). We 
agreed with DOD that the MOD estimate did not include a sufficient 
amount for systems test and evaluation (MOD did not list this category 
separately). The DOD methodology and amount appeared reasonable. 

System Engineering and Program 
Management 

DOD estimated system engineering and program management costs 
during development at $368.37 million. We were told that this repre- 
sents 24 percent of air vehicle cost (the complete flyaway vehicle, 
including airframe engines, avionics, and all other installed equipment) 
and is based on U.S. historical experience in producing many different 
aircraft, mostly fighters. 
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DOD's figures mean that at 160 hours per person per month for 72 
months (the full-scale development period), and using DOD'S average 
wrap rate of $46, about 760 people would be needed for this effort MOD 
officials stated that they do not use, or plan to use, more than 200 
people to perform both functions. DOD insists that this is too low, MOD 
counters that the 200 staff level reflects experience on Kfir development 
and production, and that this is Israel’s actual experience thus far for 
Lavi development Our observations m Israel tended to confirm Israel’s 
assertion of the lower staffing levels. 

IJsing MOD'S 200 man-year figure, the DOD factor of 160 hours per person 
per month, and our calculated wrap rate of about 532 per hour, systems 
engineering and program management for development would cost 
$69.85 million over the 72-month development phase 

DOD Comments and Our 
Evaluation 

DOD questioned whether 200 people is an adequate level of manpower to 
perform this task, and whether that is all Israel has available rather 
than what is necessary According to Israeli officials, this level was 
based on their production of the Kfir an-craft, which they are now com- 
pleting, and on the Lavi program thus far. It is based on what MOD ofh- 
cials believe is needed to perform the required tasks, not on manpower 
availability. 

Based on DOD'S data, as many as 760 people would be required for 
system engineering and program management. However, DOD'S estimate 
was based on an analogy to 1J.S experience, which requires many more 
levels of review and evaluation than in Israel. Israel’s more direct and 
simphfied decision-making process is an example of the differences m 
the production environments in that country and the United States. In 
addition, Israeli officials told us that since Israel’s inception, its economy * 
has operated in an almost contmuous war environment, making such 
streamlined operations a necessity. 

MI) also pointed to schedule extensions m software for the flight control 
computer as evidence of problems m this area The schedule extension 
that INI) refers to, however, resulted from technical delays by a 17 S. 
manufacturer m meeting an agreed upon delivery date for the fhght con- 
trol computer. The delay did not result from mternal Israel1 problems 
with system engineermg/program management 
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DOD, using information provided by MOD and analogies to the F-16, esti- 
mated the peculiar support cost portion of development at $22 1.9 1 mil- 
lion. According to DOD, this includes peculiar support equipment 
($154.00 million), data ($66 01 million), and training ($1 90 million). DOD 
then added another $260.00 million, which was a MOD estimate for Inte- 
grated Logistics Support (IIS). According to MOD, its IIS estimate included 
both ILS and the peculiar support cost categories. The head of the DOD 
cost team said this was never made clear to them. MOD'S estimate for IIS 
appears reasonable and sufficient for the costs DOD allocated as peculiar 
support. Deducting the full DOD estimate for peculiar support costs 
would reduce DOD's estimate by $221 91 million. 

1X)1) Comments and Our 
1Svaluation 

rxx) commented that we did not fully account for all the IIS activity 
needed on the Lavi program. 

Actually, the DOD estimate for IIS was based on data received from 
Israel. DOD officials stated that they had insufficient data to make an 
independent assessment and they used Israeli data to add amounts for 
support equipment, technical publications, and training. Accordmg to 
MOD officials and documents provided by IAI, amounts for these catego- 
ries were already included within their estimate for ILS. MOD officials 
speculated that this may not have been made clear to the DOD cost team. 

l+igmeermg Change Orders DOI) estimated the ECO costs by taking 12 percent of other development 
costs IJsmg DOD'S original development cost figures produces an ECO cost 
of $280 02 million We accepted DOD'S 12 percent factor but applied it to 
the adJusted DOD development costs. This results in an ECO estimate of 
$203.60 millmn, reducing the original DOD estimate for ECOS by $76 42 
million 

- --_ -----~-- 
GAO ka&sis of DOD’s We questioned DOD'S procurement cost estimates in 10 categories, 
I?-ocurc~ment Estimate resultmg m 7 decreases and 3 increases. If taken together these changes 

could reduce DOD'S procurement estimate by as much as $1,992.01 
million. 

As with au-frame development costs, DOD'S airframe procurement cost is 
the sum of recurring and nonrecurrmg costs The recurring cost estimate 
is the sum of labor, materials, and subcontracts 
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DOD stated that it did not receive sufficient data from MOD to compute 
recurring labor costs, so it adJusted F-16 data for the Lava. Using the 
F-16 analogy, DOD estimated total recurring labor hours, before adJust- 
ments, at 18.92 million hours. DOD added 10 percent to account for IAI'S 
lack of experience in assembling a major weapon system, 50.6 percent 
for a low production rate, and 6 percent for composite handling (to man- 
ufacturing hours only) to get total estimated labor hours to produce 300 
Lavis. Total hours for each category were then multiphed by DOD'S wrap 
rates to get a recurring labor cost estimate 

Recurring material costs for airframe procurement were computed 
starting with the average material cost per aircraft established m the 
development estimate DOD applied a learning curve and added a weight 
growth factor of 5.1 percent. This factor was based on the results of a 
recent U.S. cost study, according to DOD 

DOD'S adjustment for the extra cost of composite materials was built into 
the development estimate and carried over to procurement. As before, 
we reduced DOD'S composite material factor of 110.3 percent to 10 
percent. 

For the third recurring cost component, subcontracts, DOD reviewed 
those already awarded by the Israelis to project subcontract totals for 
all 300 aircraft. This figure was added to labor and materials to get a 
total recurring airframe cost estimate. 

As m the airframe development phase, we questioned several of non’s 
figures for airframe procurement. We disagree with Do~'s adJustments 
for low production rate and composite handling and believe that the 
partial, instead of the full, DCPR weight should be used m all calculations 
since the airframe procurement cost is an estimate of what it will cost b 

IAI to build the fuselage. 

We requested that DOD recalculate airframe procurement costs using our 
factors. This resulted in a reduction to DoD'S au-frame cost estimate to 
$2,002.95 million. 

Changes made to the nonrecurring production cost estimate are dis- 
cussed later m this section. 

DOD'S engine procurement estimate of $1,37O,OO milhon assumes that 
Pratt & Whitney will recover the entire development cost of the I’W 1120 
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engine from sales to Israel during the procurement phase. For this 
reason DOD added $249.00 million ($830,000 per engine) for research 
and development to the production engine price (average unit price of 
$4 57 milhon). Israel, on the other hand, estimated engine procurement 
costs of $1,068.50 milhon, or $3.56 million per engine. 

Pratt & Whitney officials told us that they do not expect to recoup all 
research and development costs through the Lava program. They added 
that since the PWll20 program’s inception, they had planned for more 
sales than Just for the Lava. MOD provided us with a Pratt & Whitney 
proposal to Israel for 144 production engines at $2.94 million per unit (if 
the prime contractor is Israeli) or $3.10 milhon (if the prime contractor 
is Pratt & Whitney). DOD officials pointed out that Pratt & Whitney’s 
proposal does not cover additional expenses for items such as start-up 
tooling, taxes, transportation, storage, customs, and technical assis- 
tance. MOD officials contend, however, that since they estimated the pro- 
curement price at $3.56 million per engine, the remainder (between 
$460,000 and $620,000) would be available to meet such expenses 
Based on the preceding information, we beheve the MOD estimate is 
reasonable. 

I K)I’) Comments and Our 
lCv@~ation 

bon commented that Bet Shemesh, the Israeli engine manufacturer, has 
“collapsed” which, m DOD'S view, only adds to the uncertamty of the 
engine costing Further, DOD asserts that although GAO correctly noted 
that neither the U.S. nor the Israeli estimates account for contract 
uncertamties, we convey the impression that the cost of subsequent con- 
tracts is already fixed 

Although Bet Shemesh has experienced financial difficulties and several 
management changes, an Israel1 official said that the company has not 
“collapsed.” If DOD is referring to the Israeli government’s decision to 
sell its share of the company, it should be noted that this was a decision 
required by Pratt & Whitney (which designed and owns the engine to be 
used m the Lavi) when it purchased part ownership of Bet Shemesh 2 
years ago. If Bet Shemesh, for any reason, does not become involved m 
the production, it may serve to clarify rather than add to the uncer- 
tainty of engine costing Accordmg to Pratt & Whitney, the net cost to 
Israel would be less if Pratt & Whitney produced more of the engine, due 
to savings m additional toolmg requirements and hcensmg fees. The net 
difference would be about $40,000 per engine It would cost about 
$160,000 more per engine to produce the engines in the United States 
rather than m Israel, according to the latest Pratt & Whitney offer. 

Y 
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Avionm 

Armament 

However, Israel can save $59 million, or $200,000 per engine, in tooling 
and equipment costs if the engines are not built in Israel, according to 
Pratt & Whitney officials. 

Regarding future contracts, it was not our intention to suggest that sub- 
sequent contracts are fixed (we also acknowledge such uncertamties) In 
the case of the Lavi engine, according to DOD officials, their estimate 
assumes that Pratt & Whitney will recover all development costs of the 
engme from Israel. As discussed, Pratt & Whitney officials deny that 
this was ever their intention. Also, according to information received 
from Israeli officials, their contract with Pratt & Whitney includes 
options for future engines with agreed upon pricing rules, which mdi- 
cates that recovery of development costs is not included IJsmg such 
information, we concluded that DOD overestimated the cost of the Lava 
engine 

DOD estimated total avlomcs costs at $1,270.46 milhon At the time of its 
study, DOD did not have MOD'S aviomcs estimate and instead used an 
analogy to I7 S systems. We reviewed MOD'S avionics estimate of 
$1,464.00 milhon. This estimate was based on analogies to similar sys- 
tems and an engineering estimate for four separate avionics sections 
plus miscellaneous components. We increased the DOD estimate to 
account for this more complete mformation. 

The MOD estimate for armament hardware is the sum of four separate 
items-weapons rack system ($9 1.90 mllhon), external fuel tanks 
($21.71 million), external stores ($116 15 milhon), and other systems 
($12.67 million). In its estimate, MOD labeled this category “armament 
and external loads ” 

DOD officials told us that because this breakdown was not made avall- 
able to them, the DOD cost team estimated armaments costs using 
another weapon system as an analogy DOD'S estimate produced a total 
armaments cost of $8.92 milhon. This estimate, however, was for the 
gun only and can be compared to the MOD'S estimate for the gun placed 
under “other systems” ($12 67 milhon) We reviewed MOD'S estimate, 
which was based on engmeermg estimates and analogies to similar sys- 
tems We used the estimate for the weapons rack and other systems 
($104.57 million) for the armament estimate. This mformation covered 
items not elsewhere identified by DOD. This more complete mformation 
increases DOD'S estimate by $95.65 mllhon. 
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Systrms IQ@ncr?rmg/Program 
Manag~~mt~nt. 

The DOD estimate of $271.95 mllhon for systems engmeermg and pro- 
gram management (SE/PM) is 4.6 percent of the sum of recurring air- 
frame, engines, avionics and armament costs The DOD development 
estimate for SE/PM assumes about 750 people are needed to perform 
these two functions, based on U.S. aerospace industry experience. 

As previously discussed, the MOD has been performing this function with 
200 people throughout the development program. Israeli officials stated 
that no additional personnel will be used to perform these functions. We 
recalculated DOD'S estimate for procurement SE/PM based on 200 people 
working 150 hours per person per month (an industry standard) for 14 
years (the planned productron run) at about $32 per hour (our engl- 
neermg wrap rate) Total procurement SE/PM using this formula equals 
$162 99 million. Based on DOD'S original estimate we allocated $47.15 
million to nonrecurring costs and the remainder, $115.84 million, to 
recurring costs. 

Auxiliary Mission Elquipmcnt 

I’lyaway (Jest. 

IXNJ’S estimate of $123 68 mllhon for auxiliary mission equipment (AME) 
was calculated as 2 percent of recurring flyaway costs (the total of air- 
frame, engines, avionics, armament, and SE/PM, but not ECOS) because the 
cost team could not identify specific items to be included as AME: from 
the data provided by MOD. This approach appears reasonable. Applying 
the DOD approach to the reduced flyaway cost as the result of our pre- 
vious changes reduces DOD'S AME estimate by $28.56 million, to $95 12 
million. 

At the time of its study, DOD did not have MOD'S estimate for ECOS As a 
result, DOD estimated ECOS for production at 5 percent of other recurring 
flyaway costs resulting m an ECO estimate of $315.38 million Subse- 

* 

quently MOD provided us its ECO estimated ($460.00 million in 1984 dol- 
lars or $476.56 million in 1985 dollars) Had this mformatlon been 
available, we beheve DOD would have used the higher estimate 

Plyaway cost IS the sum of the various recurring cost categones dls- 
cussed thus far under procurement- airframe, engmes, avionics, arma- 
ment, SE/I'M (recurring portion only), AME, and ECOS. If taken together, 
the net effect of the above changes to the various categories m recurring 
flyaway cost 1s a net reduction of $1,295.43 mllhon. To arrive at an esti- 
mate for total procurement cost, three other cost categories are added to 
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Nonrecurrmg Cost 

the flyaway cost: nonrecurring costs, peculiar support costs, and uutial 
spares. 

This category includes costs to set up production facilities, includmg 
labor and materials, and 1s not mcluded m calculations of recurring fly- 
away cost. DOD'S estimate of airframe nonrecurring cost is $279 10 nul- 
lion and is based, m part, on a wrap rate of between $44 and $49 per 
hour. Nonrecurring costs consist of five components-toolmg labor, 
materials, manufacturing engineering, systems engineering/program 
management, and “other’‘-using hours and dollars per pound analo- 
gies In some of the estimates DOD used partial DCPR weight, and in others 
full DCPR weight was used. 

At our request, DOD recomputed the airframe nonrecurring costs based 
on the use of MOD'S partial and full DCPR weights, our wrap rates, and the 
recalculated SE/PM estimate This would reduce DOD's estimate by $37.65 
milhon, to $241.45 million. 

Peculiar Support and Initial Spares These categories are a percentage of recurring flyaway costs. We revised 
the WD estimate for peculiar support and initial spares, using the same 
percentage factors based on recurring flyaway cost used by DOD but 
applying them to our revised estimate of recurring flyaway cost. The 
percentage factors used by DOD were 18 percent for peculiar support and 
37 percent for initial spares. As a result, DOD'S peculiar support estimate 
can be reduced by $214.39 million, to $958.96 million, and its mltial 
spares estimate can be reduced by $444.54 million, to $1,971 19 milhon 
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This report responds to a March 1986 request from the Chairman of the 
Subcommittee on Europe and the Middle East, House Committee on For- 
eign Affairs, to review the Israeli Lava fighter aircraft project. Specifi- 
cally, this report responds to the Chairman’s request that we compare 
DOD and Israeli cost projections, noting any substantial differences, and 
provide an assessment of their reasonableness. In this report we address 

9 the major differences m I)OD and MOD cost estimates of the Lavi project, 
l areas m which we believe adjustments to cost projections are appro- 

priate and the effect those admstments have on bridging the gap 
between the respective estimates, and 

. the potential that the Lavi project has for absorbing funds necessary to 
meet other Israeli military requirements. 

In conducting our review, we examined the DOD and MOD cost estimates 
and sought to understand the differences between them and whether it 
was possible to make adjustments to narrow the gap To assist in 
reviewing the cost estimates, we hired an expert cost analyst who is 
nationally recognized for his work in defense systems cost analysis. 

We conducted our review in Washmgton, DC., primarily at the Depart- 
ments of State and Defense. In the Department of Defense, we worked 
principally within the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Pohcy, OSD’s Office of International Security Affairs, and OSD’s Office 
of Program Analysis and Evaluation. We also conducted our review 
within the Defense Security Assistance Agency and Air Force’s Direc- 
torate of Cost and Management Analysis. In addition, we obtained rele- 
vant documents and interviewed U.S. officials at the American 
Embassy, Tel Aviv; cognizant Israeli officials from the Israeli Embassy, 
Washmgton, D C.; the Israeli Military Procurement Mission, New York, 
N Y.; and the Muustries of Finance and Defense, and the Israeli Defense 
Forces (including component services), in Israel. Finally, we received 
information from IJ.S. and Israeli industry representatives directly 
involved in the Lava program. Our review was conducted in accordance 
with generally accepted government auditing standards. 
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Comptrolkr 

Washington, II C 20.520 

December 12, 1986 

I Dear Mr. Conahan: 

I am replying to your letter of November 26, 1986 to the 
Secretary which forwarded copies of the draft report entitled 
"LAVI: Analysis of DOD and Israeli Cost Pro]ections" for review 
and comment. 

The Department has reviewed the report and does not have any 
comments. 

I 

You also requested a security classification review. The 
Department concurs with the Department of Defense's security 
classification determination. 

1 We appreciate being given the opportunity to review and comment 
on the draft report. 

Sincerely, 

I 

t4r. Frank C. Conahan 
Assistant Comptroller General, 

National Security and 
International Affairs Division, 

U.S. General Accounting Office, 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

L 
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I OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D C 20301-2000 

Mr FrankC Conahan 
Assrstant Comptroller General 
Natronal Securrt 

Y 
and 

lnternatrona Affairs Drvrsron 
U S General Accountmg Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr Conahan, 

2 January 1987 

This IS the Department of Defense (DOD) response to the General Accounting 
Office (GAO) draft report entitled “Lavr Analysis of DOD and Israel1 Cost 
ProJectIons,” dated November 26, 1986 (GAO Code 464114IOSD Case 7173) 

Readers of the GAO report should bear In mend the followrng srgnrfrcant points. 

1 Growrng U S concern about the pro ram’s cost led to a maJor revrew by the 
United States of the plane’s mrssron, tee a 
completed In February 1986 

nrcal content, and cost, whrch was 

2 Thrsstudy IS an Inter-agency, U S study because It was undertaken not only by 
the DOD, but by the Department of State, Office of Management and Budget, and 
Natronal Securrty Councrl, wrth DOD as the lead agency 

3 This Inter-agency study rndrcated large drsparrtres between the U S and Israel1 
cost estimates In the U S vrew, LAVl’s cost growth, most clearly demonstrated In 
the proJected cash flow requirements, threatened to unbalance both Israel’s 
mrlrtary program and the U S military assistance program for Israel 

4 The DOD basically a 
defmrtronally compara % 

rees with the concept of tryrn 
le, but notes that the lsraelrs 1 

to make the estrmates 
Id not provide the rnter- 

agency group enough cost documentatron to determrne whether therr basrc 
estimate IS an adequate starting point on which to make adlustments Without the 
work breakdown structure “drctronary” (I e a defrnrtron and organrzatron of 
categories of work for cost estrmatron purposes), only provided after the GAO 
rnsrsted that Israel produce the document and long after the U S study was 
completed, and a technical team assessment of those Work Breakdown Structure 
(WBS) elements for completeness and associated cost estrmates for each WBS, It IS 

rmpossrble to reconcrle the two estrmates. It was as a result of this lack of W8S 
drctronary data and srmrlar program related documentatron the U S Inter-agent 
cost team took a functronal approach to estrmatmg the LAVI rather than WBS T t e 
DOD also notes that the GAO also employed the U S Arr Force methodology, and In 
doing so, rmplrcrtly accepted key elements of such a functronal approach 

5 The United States Is takmg the rnrtratrve, by revrewrng alternatrves to the LAVI, 
because the United States IS concerned about the consequences for Israel’s defense 
program and the U S mrlrtary assrstance program. Israel s recent rmposrtron of a 
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B550M cap on LAVI-related expenditures underlines the gravity of the Issue, and I 
demonstrates that unless Israel’s estimates prove entirely correct--an unlikely 
circumstance given delays that have already afflIcted the program--the Impact on 
Israel’s overall defense program and posture, as well as U S military assistance, IS 

1 likely to be severe The alternatives study IS expected to be pubhshed and presented 1 
to Israel In January 1987 

I In summar , the DOD and GAO are In fundamental agreement over the probable 
requirement or funds and cash flow for the LAVI program and the likely Y 
consequences for Israel’s defense program and the U S military assistance program 
The DOD also agrees there are significant differences between the U S and Israeli 
cost estimates for the LAVI The DOD, however, cannot concur with the GAO 
adjustments to these estimates The GAO adjustments understate the basic 
slmllarlty, and consequent cost Impllcatlons, of the Israeli production environment 
to that of the United States Moreover, recent delays In the Lava prototype flight 
schedule, the collapse of the Bet Shemesh engine factory (which IS now In 
recelvershlp), and Israeli reports of both productlon stretchouts and wage rate 
Increases, all point to program slippages and further cost growth and underscore 
the need for conservative estimation of Israel1 cost factors 

The detailed DOD comments on each finding are provided In the enclosure 
Thank you for the opportunity of commenting on the draft report 

Sincerely, 

D&v S Zakhelm 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense 

Planning and Resources 

Enclosure 
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GAO DRAFT REPORT - DATED NOVEMBER 26,1986 
(GAO CODE 464114) - OSD CASE 7173 

“LAVI ANALYSIS OF DOD AND ISRAELI COST PROJECTIONS” 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS 

**** 

FINDINGS 

Now on pp 3 and 4 

FINDING A LAVI Financed Predomrnately Bv The United States The GAO reported 

that In 1979, the government of Israel decided to develop and produce a fighter 

aircraft named LAVI (Hebrew for Iron) for InterdIctron and close air support and so 

notified the United States early the following year The GAO observed that the 

LAVI was rnrtrally described as a relatrvely unsophrstrcated plane but has evolved 

Into a technrcally advanced aircraft, most often compared to the F-16 The GAO 

reported that planned productron (a total of 300 aircraft with 24 being produced 

per year) IS Intended to cover only the Israeli mrlrtary requirements, although Israel 

hopes to find export markets for the LAVI or rts maJor components According to 

the GAO, FY 1984 marked the first time that the Congress specrfrcally earmarked 

foreign mrlrtary sales (FMS) funds for the LAVI The GAO found, however, that since 

FY 1984, the United States has approved $1 4 brllron In FMS funds for LAVI research 

and development actrvmes as well as procurement of finished goods both wrthrn 

the Unrted States and Israel The GAO also found that, according to InformatIon 

provided by Israel, actual expenditures on the LAVI between 1980 and 1986 totaled 

about $1 5 brllron The GAO concluded, therefore, that to date the United States 

has funded 90 percent (or $1 3 brllron) of the $1 5 bIllron total cost of the LAVI The 

GAO also observed that U S Industry IS heavrly Involved m the LAVI program 

According to the GAO, as of March 1986, Israel had awarded about $635 millron In 

contracts and other purchase orders to over 400 U S companies, with 26 companies 

having contracts over $1 mrllron The GAO concluded, however, that although the 

Israeli Ministry of Defense (MOD) estimates that over 50 percent of future LAVI 

expenditures will be In the United States, as of September 30, 1986, less than 30 

percent of the total expenditures had actually been spent In the United States (pp 

4-5/GAO Draft Report) 
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DOD Response The DOD concurs that the nature of the plane has changed, that Its 

costs have risen,, and that It has been prrmanly funded by the Unrted States The 

DOD has the followrng observatrons, however, regardrng Israel’s export plans 

Concernrng productron and export markets, productron Increases above Internal 

needs and favorable markets are needed to ensure exports Productron estrmates 

have decreased, however, and export markets are not assured Israel1 hopes to 

export the LAVI have never been offlcrally stated In fact, Israel has made a pornt of 

describing LAVI as “unique” to Israel’s envrronment Moreover, such exports would 

have to compete on the world market with over a half dozen new aircraft 

(Including, but not lrmrted to, U S models) Israeli export of LAVI also would requrre 

U 5 permission, since a large proportion of LAW IS of U 5 origin It should also be 

noted that Israel’s market would be Irmrted, srnce nerther Arab nor European states 

are serious potentral buyers 

FINDiNG B __- Controversy Over Cost The GAO reported that, as early as 1982, U 5 

officials had become concerned about the potentral cost of the LAW, the Impact It 

could have on the level of U S mrlrtary assistance to Israel, and the effect that a 

growrng LAVI program could have on Israel’s overall defense program The GAO 

noted that, In April 1985, the Israeli Minister of Defense and the DOD Under 

Secretary for Policy agreed that the DOD would examrne the mIssron, technical, and 

cost factors related to the LAVI aircraft program The GAO reported that the DOD 

study resulting from thus agreement, which was released early In 1986, showed a 

wide disparity between the DOD and the Israeli cost estrmates Accordrng to the 

GAO, the DOD estimate of unit flyaway costs was 52 percent higher than the Israeli 

estimate The GAO noted that Israel drsputed the DOD estimate, clalmrng the DOD 

drd not adequately account for substantial differences between the frnancral and 

cost structures of U 5 and Israeli Industries According to the GAO, Israel1 offrcrals 

also contended that the DOD srmply made a number of “cntrcal mrsassumptions I’ 

The GAO observed that since completion of Its cost study, the DOD has nonetheless 

been hesitant to approve further LAVI-related procurements wrth FMS assrstance 

and has pressed for consrderatron of alternatrves to the LAVI (The GAO noted that, 

as a result, In March 1986, the Chairman of the House Subcommrttee on Europe and 

the Middle East requested the GAO to study the DOD and Government of Israel cost 

estimates for the LAVI ) The GAO also observed that, In August 1986, DOD began 

studyrng LAW alternatives and IS expected to complete thrsstudy around the end of 
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Now on pp 4 and 5 

calendar year 1986 According to the GAO, the Israeli Mlnlster of Defense has 

agreed to consider the DOD study, but has repeatedly stated that the Israeli declslon 

to produce the LAVI remains firm (pp 6-7/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD Response The DOD concurs that there IS a controversy over cost but does not 

agree with the summary description of that controversy or the U 5 position 

First, the study was not a DOD study but an inter-agency effort The study resulted 

from active partlclpatlon on the part of the Department of State, the National 

Security Council, and the Office of Management and Budget These agencies 

participated In overseas trips and reviewed and concurred with all documentation 

prior to publlcatlon In this sense, the study and efforts to develop It should be 

recognized as a U 5 study and U 5 efforts 

The concern expressed by U 5 offlclals In 1982 was borne out by dramatlc Increases 

In the Israel1 estimate for the LAVI program between 1982 and the start of the Inter- 

agency study In 1985 (actually based on 1984 data) The reduction In planned 

program output reflected In the reduced annual productlon rate, 30-36iyear to 

24 /year and the dramatic Increase In costs across the years from 1982 to 1984 are 

classlcsymptoms of a program In trouble 

It IS Insufficient to report that Israel challenges the U 5 estimate on the grounds 

that It does not adequately account for substantial differences between the 

financial and cost structures of U 5 and Israeli lndustrles without also reporting, 2 

the same place, U 5 efforts to obtain addltlonal data On many occasions, through 

written data requests and dlscusslons during on-site fact flndlng vlslts, the U S cost 

team asked for but never received speclflc flnanclal and cost structure InformatIon 

on Israeli Aircraft Industries (IAI) Specific requests for labor rate changes, overhead 

structure, and business base assumptions were at the heart of the matter The Inter- 

agency team fairly accounted for differences between the two flnanclal 

environments but was not provided the data needed for a ground-up englneenng- 

based estimate. 

A major area of concern that was expressed by the Inter-agency team during fact 

fmdlng about the fmanclal structure of IAI was the use of a corporate allocation of 

money to cover the difference between “negotiated prices” versus actual cost No 

I 

I 

I 
li 

I 

I 
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detailed explanation of this area was ever provided by the Israeli Ministry of 

Defense, even after repeated Inter-agency cost team requests 

The statement reporting Israeli offlclals’ assertions that the U 5 made a number 

of “crltlcal mlsassumptlons” needs further explanation The Inter-agency team has 

yet to see venflable data from Israel or any other source that would allow It to 

change any of the”crltlcal assumptions ” 

FINDING C Adlustments To Make The lslaell Estimate Comparable To The DOD 

Estimate The GAO found signlflcant differences between the DOD and Israeli cost 

estimates for the LAVI The GAO made the following adjustments to make the 

Israeli estimate deflnltlonally comparable to the DOD estimate (Appendix I In the 

GAO Draft Report pp 16-19, details the speclflc steps GAO took to make the 

estimate comparable) 

- adjusted the Israeli estimate from 1984 to 1985 dollars, using a 3 6 percent 

factor to account for inflation, 

- added engineering change orders to the Israeli procurement cost estimate, 

and 

- reallocated some production tooling costs, which Israel had accounted for In 

a different way than DOD 

The GAO concluded that the net result of these adjustments would add over $2 8 

mIllIon per aircraft to the Israeli flyaway cost estimate The GAO also found 

additional areas where, In Its oplnlon, the Israeli estimate was low The GAO could 

not recalculate Its estimate In all Instances, however, because speclflc InformatIon 

on the Israeli methodologies was lacking The GAO noted, for example, that neither 

the Israeli estimate nor the DOD estimate (1) provide for significant slippages or I 

other unforeseen problems, which could Increase costs, (2) account for a number of 

uncertainties related to future contracts, and (3) assume cost declines based on 

learning curves but U 5 estimating experience has shown that many things can 

occur In the production of major weapon systems, which drive costs up, often 

overwhelmlng cost declines from learning In one Instance lnvolvlng hourly rates I 

for manufacturing, the GAO was able to recalculate an estimate, and concluded 
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that using GAO hourly rates higher than those used by Israel could Increase the 

Vow on pp 2,4 6, and 14-16 Israel1 flyaway cost estimate by as much as $400,000 per aircraft (pp 2-3, pp 8-9, 

pp 16-19/GAO FInal Report) 

I DOD Response The DOD concurs that there are differences between U 5 and Israeli 

cost estimates, but cannot concur that the GAO adjustments are correct or 

sufficient There continue to be Inherent dlfflcultles In fully validating or evaluating 

Israel’s estimates For Instance, the GAO adjustments do not address the speclflc 

concerns Identified by the Inter-agency team In Its cost analysis - all of which 

addressed dlfflcultles In obtalnmg data The major ItemsstIll mlsslng are Kftr/lAl 

I plant hlstory, overheadlbuslness base structure, englneerlng weight statement, 

priced bill of materials, and GOI estimate documentation The DOD has greater 

confidence In Its estimate as borne out by actual experience In other programs For 
1 

example, It IS noteworthy that a recent Inter-agency study of the Israeli naval 

modernlzatlon program reached a common work breakdown structure with the 

Israeli Navy as a basis for analysis, the resultant disparity In cost estimate was less 

than 10 percent 

The DOD basically agrees with the concept of trying to make the estimates 
I 

defInItIonally comparable, but notes that the lsraells did not provide the Inter- 

agency group enough cost documentation to determine whether their basic 

estimate IS an adequate starting point on which to make adjustments Without the 

work breakdown structure “dlctlonary”(l e a deflnltlon and organlzatlon of 

categories of work for cost estimation purposes), only provided after the GAO 

I Insistence that Israel produce the document and long after the U S study was 

completed, and a technical team assessment of those Work Breakdown Structure 

(WBS) elements for completeness and associated cost estimates for each WBS, It IS 
lmposslble to reconcile the two estimates It was as a result of this lack of WBS 

dlctlonary data that the U 5 Inter-agency cost team took a functlonal approach to 

I 
estimating the LAVI rather than WBS The DOD also notes that the GAO also 

employed the U 5 Air Force methodology, and In domg so, ImplIcItly accepted key 

elements of such a functlonal approach 

The MOD cost estimate for tooling demonstrates the Inherent dlfflcultles In 

I accepting Israeli cost estimates and acceptlng any adjustments derived from them 

The GAO accepted the MOD tooling estimate of $315 98 mIllion, and moved It from 
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development to procurement costs Use of the MOD tooling estimate wlthout an 

assessment of the adequacy of the work content adds to the uncertainly of the MOD 

costs for the LAVI During Its visit, the U 5 cost team asked for productlon planning 

data to Include tooling requirements The team was told that the data was not 

available because the actual producbon plans would not be done until summer of 

1987--at which time tooling requirements In terms of content and dollars would be 

known The U 5 team questions the MOD’s ablllty to complete an estimate for 

tooling prior to the time when productlon plans are formulated It should also be 

emphasized that even if the GOI estimates do capture all the WBS cost elements, the 

costs applied to the estimated hours may only be the “negotiated GOI-IAI rates ” It 

appears that the Israel+ accounting system may not capture the actual rate paid as 

opposed to the rate allowed This fIndIng created much concern for the U 5 cost 

team In many Instances the U S team was told that actual costs versus allowed 

costs were different -- but when It quened on how this difference was handled In 

the accoun+lng system It received no answer The U 5 team also noted that the 

negotiated rate led to a situation wherein any losses accruing from underfunded 

overhead costs were transferred to the IAl’s sole shareholder, the Government of 

Israel, In the form of foregone dividends 

The DOD agrees that the U S and Israeli estimates do not provide for contract 

uncertainties, for cost declines that may not materlallze, and for program sllppages 

In fact, the program slipped even while the U 5 and GAO study efforts were going 

on The best example IS the slip of the first flight of the prototype aircraft 

According to IAI officials In February 1985, the first flight was supposed to occur In 

February 1986, It has yet to occur Moreover, recent Israeli reports point to 

addlbonal delays and production stretchouts 
w 

FINDING D Adlustments To The DOD Cost Estimates The GAO reported that 

estlmatlng the procurement costs of aircraft that are to be produced over a period 

of 14 years IS a dlfflcult task under the best of circumstances In the case of the LAVI, 

the GAO observed that the DOD cost estimating team faced two addmonal 

problems--(l) much of the LAVI IS to be produced In Israel, an economic and 

productlon environment that ~sdlfferent from that of the United States, and (2) 

only some of the relevant hIstorIcal cost and productlon data was available to the 

DOD cost team The GAO reported that, given those I+mltatlons, the DOD cost team 
1 

used analogies to U 5 aerospace Industry and added certain estimated factors to 

.------ ~ -.~.-- - --.- 
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account for costs not ldentrfred elsewhere or to allow for the Israeli manufactunng 

environment According to the GAO, the prrncrpal cost elements computed wholly 

or In part using thus approach were the hourly rate (whrch Includes direct labor and 

overhead), arrcraft weight, labor hours, and materials The GAO also pointed out 
1 

that, In reviewing the DOD methodology and calculations, the GAO had the benefit 

of considerable rnformatron provided by Israel--In many Instances more current and 
I 

complete InformatIon than was available to the DOD at the time of Its cost study 

Based on Its review of the DOD methodology (usrng the more current rnformatlon), 

the GAO questioned the DOD calculations for hourly rates, arrcraft weight, labor 

I 

hours, and materials costs, as follows 

- Israeli enqrneennq hourlv rate For engrneerrng costs, for example, the DOD 

used an hourly rate of $47, but the GAO calculated a rate of $32 based on I 
actual LAVI development data 

LAW wem ___-- Israel provided GAO a more current and complete wetght 

estimate, which IS lower than the DOD estrmate 

Labor hours The DOD estimated labor hours on Its aircraft weight estimate -__- 
and analogies to the F-16 The DOD used the estimated full werght of the 

LAVI to make certarn labor-hour calculations, even though Israel WIII produce 

only part of the arrcraft Accordrng to the GAO, this methodology resulted In 

overestlmatlng the labor hours The DOD also adjusted the labor hours 

upward to account for low production rates and for extra trme to handle 

composites Accordmg to the GAO, both of these adjustments were 

Inappropriate because they do not reflect actual Israel1 productron plans 

- Materials The DOD calculated the cost of materials based on an analogy to 

the F-16 According to the GAO, the DOD Increased the materrals estimate to 

account for the higher cost of composrte matenals, but overstated the effect 

The GAO found that each of the above cost elements affected several of the DOD 
1 

development and procurement cost categories As a result, the GAO questioned 

the DOD estimates In SIX of eight broad cost categones for the development phase 

and all ten categories for the procurement phase 
I 

(Appendrx II In the GAO Draft 

Report, pp 20-43, drscusses the GAO analysis in detail ) The GAO concluded that 
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the unavarlabrlrty of specific Israeli data caused the DOD to draw on U S arrcraft 

productron expenence, much of which was not closely analogous to the Israel1 

experience, and thus caused the drfferences between the U 5 -Israel1 estrmates The 

GAO further concluded that, based on the more complete and current data 

available at the trme of Its revrew, for all the questlonable items taken together the 

Inter-agency team may have overestimated total LAVI program costs by $2 7 brllron 

and overestrmated flyaway costs by as much as $4 3 mIllron per aircraft (p 2, pp 9- 

11, pp 20-43/GAO Frnal Report) NOW on pp 2,6-7, and 17-34 1 

DOD Response-The DOD does not concur with the GAO’s adjustments to the U S 

cost estimates 

The DOD agrees that the economic environment IS different but the GAO does not 

demonstrate how the production environment In Israel IS not analogous to the 

United States The tasks and actlvrtres assocrated with the development and 

productron of a high technology fighter aircraft are the same no matter which 

country builds It The productron process IS much the same In the United States and 

In Israel The type of work and type of personnel required are the same The hours 

required to do the work will depend upon how much prior experience (“learnlng”) 

IS Inherent In their factory This IS especrally true when compared to a company such 

as General Dynamics, which has the benefit of many high technology aircraft In 

their experience base In fact, a tour of IAI facrlrtles by the Inter-agency team 

revealed many of the same manufacturing equipment and procedures used by U S 

aerospace companies 

Use of analogous systems to estimate future requirements IS a widely accepted way 

of achieving high confidence estimates This IS particularly true If the physical and 

performance rharacterrstrcs of the two systems match as they did In the current 

analysis Roth through on-s&e examlnatron and review of technical data, the U 5 

technical team assessed the LAVI to be analogous to current U S fighter systems 

For the GAO to report that the production environment In the two countries IS 

different, It should also explain the differences and develop Its own series of 

models 

The GAO statement that It recerved more current and complete data In no way 

slgnrfres that the data was of a better qualrty for cost estlmatron purposes Review 
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I 
- The GAO never fully explored this trend of multiple weight changes over 

time, or its implications for costs 

Labor Hours 

The GAO statement that DOD made an inappropriate adjustment to labor 

hours to account for low productlon rate missed the study team’s purpose In 

making that adjustment The adjustments were to normalize the U S data 

base from a productlon rate of from eight to ten aircraft per month to the 

two per month to make It comparable to the planned Lava rate This Inter- 

agency adjustment IS similar in principle to the adjustments the GAO made to 

the Israeli estimate to make It comparable to the U S estimate The 

adjustment recognizes that LAVI IS being procured at rates much less than the 

analogous data base and employs materials that require more handling than 

those used In the analogousdata base Without these adjustments the 

analogous data base cannot be normalized properly 

Materials -____I 

- The GAO’s assessment that the adjustment for composite materials was being 

overstated IS due to the GAO attempting to derive an adjustment at the 

component level The Inter-agency team’s adjustment was performed at the 

total aircraft system level Without a matenal mix listing, the U S technical 

team could not verify the exact locatlon of composite components Since that 

was not possible, the examlnatlon was based on the F-16 being 2% 

composites In total vs LAVI being 22% composites In total -- Any subdIvIsIon IS 

outside the bounds of the cost team’s model for estlmatlng the addltlonal 

cost of composites It IS probable that some addltlonal adjustment should 

have been made by the Inter-agency team No basis has available for making 

such an adjustment nor would It In any event have been as large as that 

which the GAO has accepted It IS noteworthy that during Its fact flndlng vlslt 

to IAI, the U S team examined the prototype faclllty where the work on 

composite materials was being done DiscussIons with IAI technical personnel 

revealed the addltlonal time, handling, and storage requirements of the 

composite components 
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- There are areas of the aircraft In which IAl will work directly with composites 

They are 

Canard 

Seals around canopy 

Access panels 

Other mlsc 

The GAO estimate appears to be low 

Other Areas of Concern 

System Enqlneerlnq/Proqram manaqement The GAO statement that MOD offlclals 

stated that they do not use, or plan to use, more than 200 people to do this effort 

does not mean this IS an adequate level of manpower to perform the task If Its true 

that only 200 people are available, then an assessment of schedule to match actlvlty 

level IS required In the view of the U S team, system engineering will be a major 

cost driver In terms of schedule and dollars Even today, there IS evidence of this 

area experiencing schedule extensions, notably In software for the flight control 

computer 

lnteqrated Loqlstlcs System (ILS) The GAO assessment does not fully account for all 

the ILS activity that needs to be performed on this program In MOD’s LAW 

program, ILS program elements are as follows 

- ILS Planning 

Loglstlc Support Analyrls 

lnltial Provisioning/Supply Support 

- TechnIcal Pubs* 
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of the GAO data reveals no facts that would alter U S assumptions or change the 

onglnal U 5 study results For example, the Pratt &Whitney engine contract only 

covers the first 30 out of a requirement for approximately 450 engines The DOD 

understands that Pratt & Whitney has offered an optlon for an addltlonal 140 

engines Nevertheless, the collapse of Bet Shemesh, the Israeli engine 

manufacturer, only adds to the uncertainty of the engine costing, since Pratt & 

Whitney could manufacture the remalnlng engines wlthout the cost dlsclpllne 

Imposed by competition The GAO correctly reported that both the U 5 and Israeli 

estimates do not account for contract uncertainties, but at the same time the GAO 

adjustments do not account for the Incomplete nature of these productlon 

contracts and conveys the ImpressIon that the cost of subsequent contracts IS 
already fixed 

Following are some specific comments relating to the GAO adjustments of the Inter- 

agency team’s calculations 

Israeli Enqlneennq Hourly Rates (U 5 study used $47, the GAO calculated $32) 

- The DOD questions the source of the data provided by the GAO Moreover, It 

IS slgnlflcant that Israel provided hourly wrap around rates of between $30 

and $40 for electronics Industry work related to the Saar Missile 

Boats/Dolphin submarine It IS dlfflcult, If not Impossible, to accept an overall 

Israeli rate of $26 In light of what IS acceptable for a naval program Even the 

GAO rate of $32 seems low, especially In light of recent reports emanating 

from Israel that quote IAl’s wage rates at $37/hour 

- There IS no evidence that the data on compensation, lncludlng fringe benefits 

applies to high technology airframe manufacturers type of workers Use of 

Israeli domestlc manufacturing Industry rates are not comparable to the type 

of salaries commanded by speclallzed engineers 
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- In addltlon, contracts between IAl and the MOD are mlsleadlng If a contract 

IS built on an artlflclally low hourly rate, the loss IAl would absorb would be I 
transferred to Its sole shareholder, the Government of Israel, w&h the same 

consequences for the MOD budget that would apply If a higher wrap-around 

rate were built Into the contract 

Finally, GAO’s cltatlon of the DCAA audit was inappropriate The DCAA 

report has many dlsclalmers not to be used for any other studies In addltlon, 

the personnel cited In the DCAA report are maintenance workers, who 

comprise a slgnlflcantly different production category from the airframe 

manufacturers being estimated In the LAVI program Moreover, the DCAA 

recommended rates differ greatly from the IAI proposed rates which 

approach the upper $30 range The assertion that the maximum rate IAI IS 
permitted to charge MOD IS $3S/hr begs the questlon of how the “actual 

cost” vs “permitted cost” IS reconciled 

The full weight provided by Israel to the GAO was 9,501 Ibs and partial 

weight was 7,171 Ibs The Inter-agency team used a higher full weight figure I 
of 9,843 Ibs and 7,159 Ibs for partial weight 1 

Since receipt of the June 1985 package of weight data, the U 5 team has 

received or had access to 4-5 different weight data packages The track of the 

weights over time has consistently decreased This trend IS contrary to the 

substantial U 5 experience In aircraft development The U 5 team remains 

uncertain whether the weight reductions are due to changes In material mix 

(for example, weight can be saved If composites are added ) or changes In 

goals The absence of the materials mix statement leaves a very Important 

gap In the data 

The U 5 Inter-agency team employed an engineering team’s assessment of 

the adequacy of the weights The GOI continues to refuse to provide a 

complete engineer weight statement to match a materials mix llstlng I 
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Support/Test Equipment* 

Training* 

- Facrlrtles Planning 

Packaging, handling, transportatron, storage 

Logrstrc Data Management 

Customer Support 

The U 5 team estimate for peculiar support only covers the 3 categories 

Indicated by an asterisk (*) Costs for the remaining 7 activities IS covered In the 

$260 million estimate 

I FINDING E Annual Outlays Will Consume A Larqe Share Of The Israeli Defense 

Resources ---- The GAO reported that, although the DOD and the Israeli estimates vary 

substantrally, both project substantial growth In yearly cash requirements--that IS, 

the amounts required to meet the Israeli planned productron The GAO estimated 

annual outlays using lnflatron rates of 3,6 and 9 percent Using a 6 percent rate, the 

GAO found that annual outlays will exceed $1 brllron by 1990 and exceed $1 4 
I 

bIllron by the year 2000 At a 3 percent inflation rate, the GAO found annual 

outlays will be about $0 9 brllron each year from 1991 through 2000 (The GAO 
I 

reported Its estimates are based on cash flow estimates provided by the DOD and * 
Israel Appendix III to the Draft Report, pp 44-49, drscusses the GAO computations 

It used for Its estrmates ) The GAO reported that, In April 1985, the Israeli Minister 

of Defense set an annual spending limit of $550 mullion on the LAVI program The 

GAO concluded however, that regardless of which estimate one uses--the Israel, the 

DOD, or the GAO estimate--projected annual outlays quickly exceed this spending 

gap The GAO observed that many U 5 officials question the Israeli ability to burld 

the LAVI and meet other defense requirements According to the GAO, Israeli 

offlcrals advised that the government of Israel does not intend to Increase Its shekel I 
expenditures for the LAVI program The GAO found that, Instead, the lsraells hope 

U 5 budgetary constraints will have run their course by the early 1990s so that 
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Now on pp 1 and 7-9 

addrtronal U 5 fundrng WIII be available to complete the LAVI program The GAO 

reported that the DOD recognizes that substantral outlays will be required for 

replacement aircraft during the next 15 years, whether the LAVI continues or not-- 

Israel and the DOD do not dispute the necessity to replace the Israeli aging aircraft 

According to the GAO, however, DOD offrcrals believe that there may be less costly 

alternatives to meet mIssron requirements--alternatives that would allow Israel to 

stay within Its annual $550 millron limit The GAO reported that the DOD IS 

currently studying available options and plans to present Its frndrngs to Israel 

around the end of calendar year 1986 The GAO concluded that the funding 

required to produce the planned 300 LAVI aircraft will consume an Increasingly 

larger share of the Israeli defense resources The GAO further concluded that as 

productlon progresses, annual outlays will begrn to consume most of the currently 

authorrzed $1 8 bIllron of U 5 military assistance (p 3, pp 11-14, pp 44.49/GAO 

Draft Report) 

DOD Response The DOD concurs that the annual cost for the Lava will rapidly 

exceed the IsraelI’s self Imposed $550 mrllron annual cap It should be noted that 

the Inter-agency-directed alternatives study currently underway has verified that a 

srgnlflcant number of alternatives exist that will meet Israeli mrlltary and economrc 

requirements as well as cost less than the $550 mIllion annual cap This alternatlves 

study IS now expected to be published and presented to Israel In January 1987 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

None 
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